
CONSCIOUS CANGGU
A guide to help you avoid being an asshole when in Bali 
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EDITOR’S 
LETTER

While we have noticed a sudden 
boom in conscious travelling, we’ve 
always thought it’s been pretty cool 
to have your wits about you when 
spending your time in different 
cultures. 

Conscious means a lot of different 
things to a lot of different people, so 
let me break down our interpretation 
for you...

Consciousness goes hand in 
hand with awareness. It may be 
awareness of the local religions and 
preserving their traditions, or it may 
be awareness of the environmental 
footprint that travelling inherently 
creates, and taking steps to 
minimise that. It may be centred 
around supporting locally owned 
businesses, or simple ways to respect 
the Balinese Culture. 

We’ve taken the guesswork out of 
that for you, and provided you with 
what we think is the best experience 
Canggu can offer. 

Let’s be real – there’s activities 
that you’re going to want to do 
regardless, so we’re here to let you 
know how you can do those, and be 
a conscious cat at the same time!

Canggu is the perfect mix of hip 
and quirky western joints to feed 
the comforts of home, and a proud 
Balinese culture. Essentially, the 
town makes it pretty easy for you to 
be a conscious traveller. 

Built on the beach, this town has the 
laid-back and surfy vibes that make 
you feel like you’re permanently 
on holiday – but enough going on 
to make you want to stay forever. 
You will find sacred monuments 
scattered throughout the town, 
offerings placed at nearly every 
entrance, and a beautiful mix of 
generational residents who are 
always friendly and helpful when 
greeted with a smile. 

Sampai jumpa, and enjoy your time 
spent in lovely Conscious Canggu!
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CULTURAL &
SPIRITUALITY

Cultural Sensitivities: 

• The showing of thigh, particularly for 
women, is considered distasteful. If you are 
visiting a cultural or religious site such as a 
temple, cover up your legs with a long skirt 
or sarong.

• Men and women alike should avoid 
wearing singlets or clothing that bares their 
shoulders in these sacred temples.  

• Avoid stepping on the offerings placed out 
the front of shop fronts and on the street- it 
is disrespectful of these spiritual gifts.

• The Balinese find the expression of anger 
to be disrespectful and offensive, so if your 
bartering with the taxi driver is going south 
try and solve the problem calmly. 

• Most importantly, remember that we have 
infinately more than most. While it may be a 
fun story back home to tell the tales of your 
bartering skills, the 50 cents you might save 
will stretch significantly further for a family 
in Canggu.

There is so much more to Balinese culture 
than the cheap trinkets of Kuta. In fact, Bali 
has one of the world’s richest and most 
complex cultures, with a variety of traditions 
you could be lucky enough to witness during 
your jaunt through the Indo Island. With a 
population of just over 4 million, most of 
the Balinese observe Hinduism, Buddhism 
or Islam. The Balinese people are known 
for their creative passion; often expressed 
through art, craft, music and dance. 

One of the most intriguing and beautiful 
parts of Balinese culture and religion is the 
array and intricacy of temples that can be 
found almost anywhere on this small island. 
While still a place of religious worship, 
foreigners are allowed to enter and pay 
their respects at almost all temples across 
Bali. These structures often reflect the 
artistic inclination of the Balinese people, 
with intricate carvings and awe-enducing 
architecture telling the story of their people. 

You will also stumble across shallow, hand-
woven baskets of palm leaves, filled with 
bright flowers and moreish food offerings 
for the Gods. Balinese women place these 
offerings in the entrance of shop-fronts, 
malls, markets and homes.

Music and dance in Bali goes back further 
than the 2009 doof beat you were sweating 
it out to in Old Man’s last Wednesday. The 
Balinese practice a series of cultural dances, 
some for entertainment and others, like Wali 
dances, are a sacred performances used to 
communicate to deities. 

Here are some quick tips on how to respect 
the Balinese traditions and to avoid putting 
your foot in it...

selamat pagi – good morning
selamat siang – good afternoon (10am til 3pm)
selamat sore – good afternoon (3pm til 6pm)
selamat malam – good evening

kamar kecil – bathroom (translates to little room)

silahkan – please
terima kasih – thank you
ya – yes
tidak – no
ma'af (ma-ah) – sorry

jalan jalan – walking, travelling, hit the streets...
tidak, jalan jalan – no thank you, i'm walking (to drivers)

saya mau… – i want…
ini berapa – how much is this?
terlalu mahal – too expensive
ya, sedikit – yes, a little...

satu bintang – one bintang

The Low Down on The Lingo

At the gates of temples or sacred grounds, you may 
see signs restricting women from entering during their 
menstrual cycle. 

In the Balinese spirit realm there is a lower, middle and 
upper divide. “Lower is the wild, chaos, sexuality, birth, 
blood. Middle is the realm of ancestors and community 
and the upper realm (sky realm) belongs to the 
Goddesses and Gods”. 

Menstruation is a contrasting energy to the temple, 
which is in the sky realm. Being mindful of cultural 
etiquettes not only enriches your experiences, it is 
useful to stay conscious and keep in mind on your 
travels. 

Entering Temples While Menstruating
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Walking .

Getting around on foot 
in Canggu is a fabulously 
conscious move. It’s a more 
than viable option if you’re 
staying in the centre of town 
where cafés, shops and local 
services are in abundance. 
Your only enemy will be the 
heat, but that’s nothing a dip 
in the pool or Batu Bolong 
can’t fix. 

Bicycle
Bicycles aren’t all that 
common in Bali, but they ’re 
still a great way to get around 
if you have the energy to 
spare. Although it’s not the 
quickest way to get from 
A to B, it’s certainly one of 
the cheapest. If you’re not 
completely sold on cycling, 
imagine how good it will feel 
to have the wind in your face 
as you pedal your way into an 
eco-friendly world.

GET
MOVIN’

Scooter
Though individual transport is 
not the most environmentally 
friendly option, most locals 
and tourists get around on 
scooter. To combat this, if 
you’re travelling with a friend, 
pop them on the back and 
rock the tandem to reduce 
your overall fuel consumption. 
Two litres of petrol, however, 
is ridiculously cheap and will 
get you a long way! 

Pro-tip: fill up with blue 
petrol (Pertamax), instead 
of yellow. Although slightly 
pricier (about AUD 0.20c 
extra) it burns at half the 
rate. Scooters are also the 
most practical if you’re 
interested in adventuring 
beyond Canggu into any of 
the nearby day or weekend 
trip destinations. Though you 
don’t need an international 
licence to rent one, you’ll 
want to have it if the police 
stop you. Or be prepared to 
pull a Thelma and Louise and 
run. If they do, depending on 
your negotiating skills, a fine/
bribe can cost you anywhere 
between IDR 20k – 100k. You 
can rent one for around IDR 
40k a day or 250k a week.

Local Lifts
Most establishments in Bali 
will be able to arrange a car 
for you if you ask. Often a 
staff member will have a 
friend that offers transport in 
their spare time or will know 
the number of a local driver.  
You’ll want to negotiate 
price up front for these ones, 
otherwise you might be hit 
with a ‘westerners’ tax’. 

Be conscious of ‘Blue Bird’ 
Taxis, Go-Jek transport and 
services like Uber, which are 
frowned upon by locals for 
taking business from the 
local transport industry and 
sending profits out of town. 
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Food
Appease your inner brunch-blogger and explore the nirvana 

that is Canggu’s culinary scene. 

Renowned for its plant-based focus and pastel interiors, your 
body and your insta-feed will be equally nourished after a 
few days on the local café trail. For those who prefer a less 
grandiose eating experience, the region boasts a myriad of 
warungs that offer authentic, local favourites on a silver…plate. 

Dietary restrictions are welcomed with open arms in Canggu 
and this alone casts a powerful relaxation spell over Vegans 
and Celiacs, drawing them back to the coastal oasis time and 

time again.



The Dandelion.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 8
5pm-10pm

Locally and passionately owned, 
The Dandelion is best described 
as a chic treehouse. Dangling 
bookshelves act as walls, 
separating the outdoors from the 
in, the balcony overlooks luscious 
rice paddies, and incense burns all 
night long amidst candlelit tables. 
The traditional Balinese cuisine 
compliments the fashionable 
decor, as both are done in good 
taste. The expensive feeling of the 
venue is a facade though, and it 
isn’t reflected in the prices. Staff 
here make every guest feel special, 
though even with that knowledge, 
it’s hard to stop yourself from 
feeling a bit chuffed. If your heart 
needs even more warming, the 
restaurant’s pet bunnies even 
prance around your feet as you 
dine.  

Crate Café.
jalan pantai batu bolong, no. 64
7am – 3pm

Crate Café may seem easy to 
miss with it’s small size, cement 
grey walls, reworked pallet tables 
and nestled within Canggu’s busy 
Jalan Batu Bolong road. Yet riding 
up on a scooter, wind whipping 
at your hair, you’ll see why such 
assumptions are wrong; it’s the 
busiest place on the strip - and 
there’s a good reason why. After 
days of fried noodles and rice, 
Crate Café’s menu is a welcome 
experience, filled with the greens 
and goodness you surprisingly find 
yourself craving while travelling. 
There are plenty of gluten free, 
vegetarian and vegan options to 
make sure every visitor leaves with 
a full stomach. While the concrete 
jungle and relaxed atmosphere 
give it a chilled out vibe, the tables 
covered in photos and messages 
from past like-minded, avocado-
loving, travellers leave you with a 
sense of belonging.

Frog Café. (KTS Day Spa & Retreat): 
jalan beringin gang untung no. 71
all hours

With rice paddies on one side and 
a day spa on the other, Organic 
Frog Café makes for a tranquil 
retreat from the buzzing Canggu 
centre. Here you can immerse 
yourself in inspirational quotes, 
doting service, and the delight of 
dining somewhere locally owned. 
Cooled by fans rather than air-
conditioning, it’s a tick on the 
eco-friendly front too. Froggy’s 
dishes up satisfying portions of 
both traditional Indonesian and 
western cuisine for around 60,000 
IDR through breakfast, lunch 
and dinner, making it a versatile 
provider no matter the time of 
day.

Nude Café.
jalan pantai berawa
7:30am-10pm

With aesthetic presentations and 
an eco ethos, you are sure to find 
a couple of the tables at Nüde 
filled with chatty, young hipsters 
seeking out a healthy breakfast fix. 
Nude café caters to vegetarians, 
vegans (a stellar raw menu) and 
meat eaters alike. A backdrop of 
rice paddies frames the entire 
restaurant and an outdoor seating 
area allows for a breezy, open-
air ambience. Enjoy the western 
ingredients on your plate as you 
look out at the peaceful locals 
tending to fields of emerald green. 
Eco tip: they use paper straws and 
are no longer taking card to reduce 
their use of plastic, so bring some 
cash!

Canggu Café.
Opposite Batu Balong Beach 
7am-11pm

Stationed directly across from 
Batu Balong beach; Canggu Café 
appears as nothing more than a 
tiny shack. Whilst the café’s décor 
is unassuming, the small café offers 
a cool, breezy locale coupled with 
a relaxed atmosphere. Offering 
cheap western dishes, inexpensive 
Indonesian staples and refreshing 
beverages, the café draws in locals 
and tourists alike. The combination 
of friendly staff and an open 
layout, welcomes barefooted, 
sandy beachgoers hunting for nasi 
goreng and a Bintang; the perfect 
post-surf or swim fuel. This café 
embodies the relaxed feel that is 
the essence of the Bali experience. 
Sure to fill up your belly without 
emptying your wallet, you’re also 
supporting a locally owned and 
staffed establishment, everybody 
wins!

Avocado Cafe.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 69b
7am-10pm

Don’t like Avocado? That’s A-okay. 
Avocado café caters to both lovers 
of the gooey green goodness and 
haters, meeting the needs of the 
smashed avo fanatics and the 
more straight and fast egg eaters. 
Having perfected the signature 
(and very Insta worthy) avo 
breakfast plates, Avocado café 
takes the latest food phase to a 
new level; infusing avocado into 
just about anything, including the 
humble choccy milkshake. For the 
more traditional of heart, they also 
offer eggs, muesli, jaffles to satisfy 
those mid-morning cravings. Want 
to take it that step further? Head 
to their website and check out 
their meal plans. 

Hot Tip: try their milkshakes, they 
satisfy the sweet tooth and the 
café uses glass straws- all the more 
eco friendly! 

$

$ $ $

$

$
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Kombucha Brewing Co.
jalan batu mejan no. 73a 
9am-5pm (closed mondays)

Kombucha enthusiasts or curious 
tasters alike are welcome! Only 
five minutes from the main road in 
Canggu you’ll find the Kombuchi 
Brewing Co. Try your taste buds 
with a sample of new flavours or 
bond with an old favourite. It’s 
all home brewed goodness done 
just behind the counter. Much 
like the atmosphere, the staff are 
welcoming and cool. Have a chat 
about the brewing process over 
smoothie bowls and a bottle of 
bucha. You might even be featured 
on their Instagram feed! Also, for 
the opportunity to be conscious, 
give some likes to mother-nature 
and return your bottles.

Gelato Secrets.
jalan raya pantai berawa 
10am - 11pm 

The sweet and sticky smell of 
fresh gelato invites you through 
the door, the icy air a welcomed 
escape from the sweltering 
Canggu streets. This locally 
sourced, homemade, and 100 per 
cent natural gelato is prepared 
using only the highest quality 
fruits, vegetables, and spices that 
Bali has to offer. With an array of 
flavours including Italian classics 
and Indonesian seasonal fruits, 
East-West culture is married 
deliciously in this Scandinavian 
style eatery. Enjoy a sweet treat 
surrounded by exposed brick and 
beach wood, and the best part is, 
if it’s a secret, the calories don’t 
count. 

Pizza & Pasta House Canggu.
jalan batu mejan 
11am-11pm

Canggu’s Pizza & Pasta House is 
a simple, locally owned, outdoor 
restaurant, which will undoubtedly 
satisfy your tastebuds. Whether 
you are seated indoors, closer to 
the bar, or outside under a fairy-lit 
tropical paradise, the enjoyment 
never stops. The pasta and 
pizzas are made fresh daily, and 
sometimes we even like to get 
one of each. There’s a delicious list 
of Cocktails, Mocktails and Juices 
that will leave you salivating from 
the moment you arrive. It’s also 
hella easy on the wallet, which is 
always a bonus. By eating at this 
joint you’re also supporting local 
Balinese businesses!

Canteen Cafe
jalan batu mejan no. 33
7am - 5pm

Got your sights on a cute surfer? 
If so, chances are you’ll find them 
here. Nestled into the backstreets 
of Canggu on the way to Echo 
Beach, Canteen is a perfect pit 
stop to fill your tummy. This locally 
run joint is perfect if you’re on a 
budget, but still have a serious 
passion for breakfast food. IDR 
45,000 ($4.50 AUD) for avocado 
and poached eggs on toast- can I 
get a hell yeah? Known amongst 
the community as a wicked tasty 
way to cure a hangover; they have 
a range of healthy (or not) food to 
cure your condition. With a mix of 
benches, seats and tables made 
from repurposed items to park 
yourself at, and walls covered with 
vintage surfing memorabilia, this 
funky find could be just what your 
Instagram feed needs.

$
$

$
$

Nalu Bowls.
jalan batu mejan no. 88
7.30am – 6pm

If you’re after the shameless 
Instagram breakfast, there’s no 
place that does it better than Nalu 
Bowls. Joining her sister shacks 
across the island, the Canggu 
institution has aced the art of 
locally-sourced blended fruits in 
recycled coconut shell bowls. Just 
down the road from Echo beach, 
the cosy café provides the most 
nourishing breakfast to keep that 
post-surf energy pumping! The 
bench seats and perfected indoor-
outdoor flow completes the 
island-luxe lifestyle. Between IDR 
60,000 (AUD $6) to IDR 99,000 
(AUD $9.90), it won’t be your 
cheapest breakfast on the island, 
but fills the spot that nasi goreng 
just can’t hit. 

Pro tip: the granola is wicked – get 
a little extra to send you soaring 
into the early afternoon.

$



Shopping
Whether you’re looking to fill up your wardrobe, 
your pantry or just get your hands on some unique 
treasures, the Canggu shopping scene absolutely 
provides. 

With food, accessories, homewares and one-of-a-
kind pieces, all ranging from local to internationally 
known labels (with the matching price tags), there is 
something to keep every shopper satisfied. 

To add to the stoke, with so many stores conscious 
of their environmental impact and their positive 
contribution to the local community, no one has to 
go home feeling guilty for their retail therapy!



The Canggu Shop.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 23a
9am-6pm

Caught out in Canggu without 
your coconut oil to tame your 
wild mane? Thank you humidity. 
Not to worry, The Canggu Shop 
has got your back, offering an 
assortment of homemade, 
natural, healthy and good quality 
foods, crafts and beauty products. 
A locally owned business, the 
small team of staff here strive 
to provide healthy goodies in 
the most natural way possible. 
Starting from a community area, 
and working directly with farmers 
and wholesalers, all products are 
chemical free and contain no 
artificial ingredients. They even 
provide a delivery service, which 
means setting free your inner 
health goddess has never been so 
easy and affordable. 

Rewind Records Bali.
jalan pantai batu bolong, no. 77
11am-8pm

Only a 5 minute walk from Batu 
Bolong, you’ll find both recycled 
and new records abound at 
Rewind Records. With the ethos 
of supporting creative talent 
which is vintage, timeless and 
universally understood, the store 
fosters a feeling of innovation. 
Don’t feel put off by the small size 
of the store, it houses big things. 
Make sure you allow time to dig 
through every crate because you 
might just find some gems. The 
Indonesian record section displays 
beautiful and eccentric vinyls that 
are hard to come by in other parts 
of the world and the thrifty prices 
are sure to keep you smiling.

Samadi Sunday Markets.
jalan padang linjong no. 39
9am-2pm

If you’ve got a hankering for some 
organic fruit and veg, a visit to 
Samadi’s Sunday market will be 
good for your stomach and for your 
soul. Located a short drive from 
Echo Beach and neighbouring a 
yoga studio, it’s a worthy post-surf, 
post-yoga fuelling destination. 
Sourced from local farmers, the 
produce available here requires 
fewer resources to get from the 
farm to your plate, and purchasing 
it supports growth in the local 
community. In addition to great 
food and a permanent cafe, you’ll 
find live music, craft stores and a 
host of helpful locals to help you 
find what you’re looking for. 

Wanderlust.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 77
9am-6pm

If you’ve missed Wanderlust in the 
heart of Canggu, you’ve missed 
the luxe-linen ship. They are not 
only the flagship for their clothing 
line but also stock swimmers from 
Australian cult label, In Your Arms. 
These two conscious brands, 
recognise the impact the fashion 
industry has on the environment 
with regards to textile waste, 
ethical production and their 
obligation to contribute to the 
Balinese working environment. 
Utilising hand-knitted fabrics, and 
ethically sourced linen, the brands 
produce their garments locally 
– creating jobs for the Balinese 
community. The clothes in 
themselves have the instant ability 
to boost your street cred and a 
little bit of cool to your Instagram 
feed. The tags, unfortunately, 
carry Sydney prices, but be aware 
of the fact that you’re paying for 
conscious quality and a little bit of 
cool-factor.

The Offering.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 14
9am-7pm

Despite what you may think, this 
little gem was not created to 
test your restraint over your cash. 
Stocking a range of skin care, active 
wear, swimwear, homewares and 
accessories for both men and 
women, there’s plenty to get your 
hands on. For those interested 
in the Indonesian fashion scene, 
and even those who aren’t, ‘The 
Offering’’ manufacture many of 
their brands locally. They stock 
trendy, up and coming Balinese 
labels that will win you major 
street cred points on your arrival 
home. From long flowing maxis, 
to an ideal outfit for your night 
out, The Offering has you covered.  

$

$
$

$$$

$$
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Love Anchor.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 56
all hours

Located in the heart of the action 
in Canggu on Batu Bolong, Love 
Anchor is a family built, owned 
and run complex. While it is well-
known and loved for its weekly 
markets, it also has a relaxed 
nightlife. Hidden amongst the 
lush greenery and vines, this place 
gives off a treetop-like vibe. The 
entire venue was hand built solely 
from Javanese wood (the very 
chainsaw used to chop the trees 
hangs proudly above the bar). Why 
not grab some friends and verse 
the locals in a friendly game of 
pool, or grab a pizza and head up 
stairs to swing in the hammocks, 
overlooking Bali’s rich natural 
wonders. You'll find everything 
you need here at a moderate price 
- in open air surroundings with 
friendly, local staff on hand. 

Froggy’s Markets.
jalan ruti no. 35x, kecamatan tabanan
9am-3pm

If you're a vintage threads 
enthusiast or prefer your denim 
second-hand, Froggy's Market 
is the place for you. Located 40 
minutes from Canggu, this op-
shop wonderland will have you 
scouring the racks for hours in 
search of the perfect denim jacket, 
jeans or old school branded tee to 
add to your collection. The market 
is on every day, no matter the 
weather- and don’t worry all the 
stalls are undercover as to not ruin 
any fantastic finds. Get in early to 
avoid crowds and score the best 
deal. Don’t forget to barter, but 
remember this is their source of 
income so don’t be too stingy. $2 
for a dress? It’s a yes from me.

Canggu Farmers Market.
off jalan permai II

If you’ve had your fill of nasi goreng 
for a while and crave a little fresh 
produce, a trip to Canggu’s fruit 
and veg markets may be in need. 
Be sure to head there early in 
the morning to get the freshest 
produce and witness the busy hive 
of locals and vendors negotiating 
the difference of a 1000 Rupiah 
(0.10AUD). Aside from the 
abundant supply of seasonal fruit 
and veg, the market experience 
is something within itself and a 
true authentic aspect of Balinese 
culture. So brush up on your 
Bahasa Indonesia, practice your 
haggling skills and venture into 
the wild chaos of the markets. If 
your bartering abilities are up to 
snuff you’re sure to bag yourself 
plenty of sweet deals (literally), 
while also supporting the local 
farmers of Canggu.

Love Child Bali.
jalan pantai berawa no. 10
9am-6pm

Love Child Bali, as the name 
suggests, stocks eclectic prints 
and fun threads for little tots; but 
that is not all they have to offer. 
Adults can indulge for themselves 
with a range of funky home wares 
and accessories for those who 
love unique style; think Boho 
chic meets organic materials. 
Love Child Bali stocks some of 
the island’s most popular original 
labels if you want to support 
local goods. Hot tip: if you forgot 
some of your precious bronzer, 
foundation or eye shadow in the 
mad rush to pull your toiletries bag 
together, then hit up Love Child to 
find some Aussie cult favourites 
like MAC and Mecca Cosmetica. 

$

$$-$$$$

$-$$
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Activites
Whilst basking in the culturally rich ambiance of Bali, there 
is an array of activities to keep you busy and keep your 
Instagram feed updated and on trend. Canggu is home to 
some wicked activities and is a unique environment with 
plenty of cultural, relaxing and adventurous expeditions. 
So prepare to get trigger-happy with your camera and 
be busy busy - we have scoped out some ways to travel 

consciously throughout too. 



Take a Stroll through the Rice Paddies.

The rice terraces in and around 
Canggu are a special sight. 
Balinese rice terraces date back 
over 2,000 years, and generation 
after generation have kept them 
in meticulous shape. Depending 
on the time of the day, the 
positioning of the sun and the 
recent rain activity, they seem 
to transform before your eyes. 
There are guided tours available 
in which experts can walk you to 
the crème de la crème of the rice 
paddy world, but if you have a 
free day and no free money then 
you can always do it on your own. 
Bring a camera to capture their 
photogenic qualities and wander 
free, particularly around the 
Padonan area.

Samadi Bali Yoga + Wellness.
jalan padang linjong no. 39
7am- 7pm

Enter this lush eco/organic hub 
of fitness gurus, health nuts and 
yoga fanatics at your own risk; 
you may be tempted to quit your 
job, grow dreads and become one 
yourself. Samadi Bali is a unique 
space dedicated to nurturing both 
your physical and mental well 
being, offering a range of courses, 
treatments and classes to help 
you be the best version of yourself. 
If you haven’t quite reached 
your inner Gandhi, don’t worry; 
they cater to all skill levels. After 
you’ve achieved zen, slurp down a 
coconut water or chow down on 
one of the healthy, home-grown 
gourmet creations from their cafe. 
Once your mind, body and tummy 
have reached their collective 
heights of enlightenment, you’ll 
be able to conquer Kuta. 

Echo Beach Sunset.
jalan pura batu mejan

Throw another shrimp on the 
barbie, knock back Bintangs, and 
watch the sunset over the black 
sandy shores of Echo Beach. The 
gnarly reef break makes Echo 
Beach one of the most popular 
surf spots for locals and tourists, 
guaranteeing a cool crowd and 
laid back vibes. Every night you 
can choose from some of the 
freshest sea food that the island 
has to offer. The plethora of food 
on offer continues with kebabs, 
chicken schnitzel, burgers, and 
even imported steaks. Be tempted 
by their extensive drink choices 
including killer cocktails which you 
can get for a cheeky IDR 45,000 
(AUD $4.50) during happy hour. 

Theanna Eco Spa.
jalan pantai batu bolong no.25

Theanna Eco Spa is a win win 
solution to pampering your 
body and consciousness. Their 
lengthy spa menu offers a vast 
array of treatments from the 
Traditional Balinese Massage (IDR 
390.000/AUD $39) to an After 
Sun treatment (IDR 590.000/AUD 
$59) - guaranteed to sooth both 
your soul and your tender skin. 
Besides their luxuriously calming 
spa rooms, fitted with a natural 
stone bathtub and individually 
controlled music selection, 
Theanna’s most attractive quality 
is their commitment to local 
business. Only natural products are 
used, utilising regionally grown, 
handmade and pure ingredients. 
As an extra bonus their therapists 
are also all locally trained. Their 
range of ethical products is also 
available for purchase, so feel free 
to indulge and walk away with 
some bliss in a bottle.

Attend a talk at Dojo Bali.
jalan batu mejan no. 88
all hours

If you consider yourself a digital 
nomad then Dojo Bali will most 
likely host a talk that will be 
relevant to you. Or even if you’re 
not part of that cyber realm, they 
can offer some wise words to 
live by as a general human. This 
co-working space brings people 
from across the globe into one 
calm setting, and it likes to teach 
them stuff too. Talks are normally 
centred around mindfulness 
and wellbeing through thought 
patterns, which can be integrated 
into all of our lives a little more. 
Check their website to see what 
events are coming up, make a 
booking (it’s usually free), and 
get ready to be more serene my 
friends.

Attend a Christian Church Service.

The Catholic and Christian 
churches you’ll find dotted around 
Canggu are regal buildings. 
Hinduism remains the dominant 
religion in Bali, with Christianity 
a minor belief and less than 1 
per cent of the population as 
followers. Yet the Kuta districts 
remain special in the 7 - 11 per cent 
Christian population. If you follow 
the Christian school of thought, 
attending a service in Canggu is 
possible and relatively easy, as 
there are multiple churches in 
close proximity. English services 
are slightly harder to find, but 
Denpasar hosts an English Sunday 
service at 9am and 6pm every 
week. Inject some wholesomeness 
into your time in Canggu, and 
soak up the wonder of local faith. 

$-$$
$-$$



Seminyak Language School.
jalan raya canggu no. 17

Whether you aim to perfect 
ordering your nasi goreng (Tolong, 
saya mau nasi goreng) or become 
a Bahasa Indonesian guru, the 
Seminyak Language School has you 
covered. Step out and challenge 
the tourist stereotype (i.e. noisy, 
loud and rude Australians) and 
become bilingual at the same 
time!  Taking a few classes at 
Seminyak Language School is the 
perfect way to avoid this and learn 
some Bahasa Indonesian. The 
tourist course, 3-5 days of lessons, 
is ideal for anyone wishing to learn 
the essentials. However, there 
are also professional and family 
courses on offer. These classes are 
a bunch of fun and will keep your 
brain active while on holiday. 

Batu Bolong Beach Clean Ups.
jalan pantai batu bolong

If you’ve been to any of the 
beaches in Canggu, or anywhere 
in the world, really, you’ll have 
noticed there’s a batshit crazy 
rubbish pollution situation going 
on. The good news is that you 
can help! Run by the Canggu 
Community Facebook Page, there 
are a number of Beach Cleanups 
around town that you can get 
amongst to help give back to 
good ol’ Mother Nature. They run 
every few weeks so there’s plenty 
of opportunities to lend a hand- 
be sure to check their social media 
for updated times! Pro tip: they 
generally kick off early in the AM 
so don’t forget to slip, slop, slap. 

Tugu Hotel Bali Cultural Evening.
jalan pantai batu bolong

If you’re free at 7:30 on a Thursday 
night, book yourself in for dinner 
and a show at Tagu Hotel Bali. The 
experience boasts three cultural 
dances, live music featuring 
traditional Balinese instruments 
and complimentary chips and dip. 
Photography is welcomed and 
all guests are offered a formal 
photo opportunity with the 
performers after the show, which 
lasts for about 2 hours including 
introductions and breaks between 
sets. It’s customary to order a meal 
in exchange for a comfy seat and 
the visual delights on offer, but be 
prepared to pay moderate to high 
prices for a satisfying meal. 

Teman Segera Madu Water Park.
jalan pantai batu bolong no. 39
7.30am – 7.30pm (closed weekends)

Among the pools and water slides, 
Teman Segera Madu also offers a 
variety of amenities. Grab a snack 
at the mini mart or experience a 
flavour and variety filled menu. 
With Chinese, Western and 
Indonesian options, there’s sure 
to be a dish to satisfy everyone in 
the family. Loved by local families 
as well as tourists; Teman Segara 
comes fully equipped for family 
amusement and sport. Spend 
time in the swirl slides or doing 
laps in the 50 metre pool. Only 
open during the week, check it 
out for breaky and lunch, dinner, 
leisure, or a dive.

Old Man’s Surf Beach.
jalan pantai batu bolong

Batu Bolong Beach, more 
commonly known as ‘Old Man’s 
Beach’ is one of the most popular 
surf beaches stretched along the 
West Coast of Bali. If you’re a pro 
surfer or just starting out, Old 
Mans caters for all skill levels. No 
matter if you’re riding the waves, 
capturing them through a lens, 
admiring from the ‘Old Mans’ bar 
or listening to them with your eyes 
closed as you sunbake, Old Man’s 
has something for everyone. 

Bonus point: Try your best not to 
drop in on locals as you surf. Also: 
due to the high pollution in Bali’s 
beaches stuff some rubbish in your 
cossie on your way out. Bringing 
a few pieces to a bin will make a 
huge difference.

Hiking Mt Agung.

For the adventure junky or fitness 
fanatic, Mount Agung is as much 
about the physical achievement 
as it is a spiritual one. At over 
3000 metres high, Bali’s tallest 
mountain is no easy feat - but boy 
is it worth it. Home to The Mother 
Temple of Besakih, Mount Agung 
is considered the Spiritual hub for 
Balinese Hindus. With a midnight 
pickup and hour and a half drive, 
you’ll be on your way up the 
mountain by 2am, reaching the 
summit for sunrise. Perched above 
the clouds you’ll be treated to 360* 
views of Bali and the surrounding 
islands. 

$$
$$



Pretty Poison.
shortcut road
4pm til late

A Canggu hideaway that can’t 
escape your Instagram feeds, Pretty 
Poison is re-defining your night 
out. While any night of the week 
is a feel-good time, the masses 
descend the rice-paddy shortcut 
on Thursday nights to watch some 
of Bali’s most qualified shred at 
the dog-bowl-style skate sessions. 
A seemingly uninviting concrete 
building with no decoration other 
than two projectors and a drained 
pool, Pretty Poison is host to a 
wide array of doof-music, cheap 
tattoos, even cheaper Bintangs 
and the Instagram Clan that 
make you hate and love your life 
simultaneously. Supporting local 
and international up-and-coming 
skate ledges, and boasting a 
wealth of ladies on wheels, Pretty 
Poison has the right vibes for a 
mellow night with friends – but 
gives you room to get as loose as 
you choose.

Old Man’s.
jalan pantai batu bolong
7am-12am

Old Man’s outdoor bar is the 
epicentre of Canggu’s nightlife, 
catering to all states of sobriety. 
With front row seats to the sunset, 
which is a more vibrant orange 
than the papaya you had in your 
morning smoothie bowl, and 
the iconic ‘Old Man’s wall’, it’s a 
foolproof Instagram blessing. On 
most nights, Old Man’s throws 
out laid back tunes that perfectly 
accompany a happy hour cocktail 
or five. However, Wednesday night 
draws the biggest eclectic mix of 
locals and backpackers- all fighting 
to win the infamous beer pong 
competition. No matter how many 
messy alcohol induced regrets are 
made at Old Man’s, grabbing a 
late night burger (or veggie wrap) 
at the parking entrance won’t be 
one of them.

Bonus point: theres an abundance 
of rubbish and recycling bins.

Gimme Shelter.
jalan lingkar nelayan
7pm til even later

If you’ve had it up to here with 
covers of the top 40 charts and 
you’re in the mood for some old 
fashioned Rock and Roll, Gimme 
Shelter is where it’s at. The drinks 
are strong, simple and cheap, the 
music’s loud and the company is 
louder. In this somewhat seedy, 
grungy and dimly lit bar you’ll mix 
with all walks of life - travellers and 
locals alike. This place is bursting 
at the seams with talent: from 
those just finding their voice, to 
local superstars, discover a whole 
new ball game that is Bali’s rock 
music scene.

Sandbar
jalan pantai batu bolong

Overlooking ‘Old Mans’ Surf Beach, 
Sandbar is a hit with locals and 
tourists alike. One of the finest 
chill spots in The Gu, this little 
bar has seating options elevated 
above the sand that look out onto 
the beach and colourful bean bags 
spotted across the sand. There’s 
no Wifi, but you will still need 
your phone for pictures as you 
bask in the ambiance as the sun 
drops behind the ocean. Drown 
yourself in culture (and Bintangs) 
with these affordable oceanfront 
refreshments.

Bonus point: Due to the close 
proximity to the ocean, be 
conscious of where your rubbish 
ends up, especially as the high tide 
comes in to gobble up leftover 
bottles.

Nightlife
If there’s anything Canggu can do, it’s chill. 
This beachy village offers a more laxed party 
scene than its neighbours Seminyak and 
Kuta. 

As a prime surf destination, Canggu has 
the largest expatriate community in Bali, 
so getting to know fellow travellers and the 
locals over a cold Bintang is a custom. Bars 
line the black sandy shores of Echo Beach 
and Old Man’s, packed with surfers fresh 
from the waves after sunset. 

Enjoy local DJ’s playing everything from 
Indonesian instrumental music, to electro 
and top 40 pop. It’s not uncommon for a 
drink or a taco to come with a free tattoo, and 
it’s easy to grab a drink on any day ending in 
Y. Whether its Taco Tuesdays at Dues, or Old 
Man’s Dirty 'Ol Wednesdays party, or sipping 
beers with some of Bali’s best skateboarders 
on Thursdays at Pretty Poison, Canggu can 
do nightlife like no other.

$

$

$$
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Accommodation
Whether you’re planning to stay at the Ritz or sleep amongst 
the scarecrows in a rice field, you will find Canggu extremely 
accommodating for every travel budget. For a large group, a 

villa is a great option, offering a spacious and tranquil homely 
feel. On the other hand, there is a vast array of hotels and 

hostels, for an option that will be kind to your wallet and for 
single travellers. No matter where you settle in, there are many 
things you can do to be environmentally accommodating as a 

conscious traveller, during your stay in Canggu.



The Farm.
jalan pantai batu bolong, no.29

Fenced by silky rice fields and 
banana trees, you would be 
forgiven for mistaking this restful 
hostel for a yoga retreat. The 
Farm is an economical nomad’s 
Balinese dream. Locally sourced 
furnishings, plants and materials 
are used throughout this home-
away-from-home so anticipate 
a crisp and minimalistic blend of 
whitewash timber, smoky stone 
and cotton in the dorms and 
common areas. Only minutes from 
the pounding heart of Canggu 
on a bicycle or scooter, The Farm 
offers a rare balance of central 
convenience and wholesome 
serenity. With beds priced as low 
as IDR 130,000 (approx AUD $13) 
per night, this secret haven is a 
conscious travellers dream.

The Chill House.
jalan kubu manyar no. 22

The Chill House is not any old 
hostel, its a retreat specialising 
in all things Canggu - from gnarly 
adventure activities to spiritual 
guidance healers, this place 
has got you covered. A single 
room will only set you back IDR 
980,000 (AUD $10) a night and 
this, amongst many other things, 
includes breakfast, free pushbike 
hire, unlimited wifi and a locally 
sourced organic dinner (with 
vegan and vegetarian options). 
The rooms are simple and stick 
to classic beachy decor, topped 
off with an indulgent outdoor 
shower. If you’re a solo nomad, 
the pool-bar is a perfect means 
to gather a group to head off on 
one of the many surfing, yoga, 
biking or mediation packages 
available. To satisfy your ‘green 
karma’ appetite, in conjunction 
with the Canggu Surf Community, 
The Chill House gets down and 
dirty regularly at the local beach 
cleaning sessions.

Umakayu Bali.
jalan pantai batu bolong

One of the most instagram-
able spots you’ll find in Canggu, 
Umakayu Bali is nestled away in 
the heart of the village. Splashes 
of calming colour wash over you 
as become instantly relaxed in this 
paradise within paradise. For only 
$100 AUD a night you can choose 
from one of nine rooms within the 
Villa’s five antique wooden houses, 
all carrying historically significant 
titles. Complete with folk-
ornaments reflecting Indonesian 
culture, and antique decor, each 
house tells its own story. Using 
modern and sustainable practices, 
Umakayu Bali allows you to 
experience the Indonesian culture 
without compromising on luxury.

Villa Lua.
(book through airbnb)

If the Spell Designs storefront, a 
bamboo forest and the #goals 
hashtag had a threesome, Villa 
Lua would be their lovechild. 
Effortlessly fusing textural white 
cotton, wickerwork and tropical 
greenery to craft a bohemian 
sanctuary of grand indulgence- 
Lua’s finer details (specifically 
the outdoor bamboo shower) 
will cleanse your tarnished travel 
soul of it’s sins. Reconstituted 
driftwood is scattered throughout 
the open-plan space, echoing the 
villa’s earthy theme. With a view 
of the azure tiled pool from the 
master bedroom, who would ever 
leave? Although, at IDR 700,000 
per night (approx. AUD$70), it may 
not be feasible to stay forever, but 
this little nest is the idyllic mid-trip 
treat for a pair of wearied travellers 
wishing to escape the chaos of 
Canggu for a fleeting moment.

Canggu Beach Hostel.
jalan pantai pererenan no. 156

Make yourself at home by 
spending your days swimming in 
two beautiful pools, taking a seat 
in one of the comfy bean bags 
(with a beer in hand), or pleasantly 
enjoying the 360 degree views of 
rice paddies from the rooftop 
cinema. The hostel is conveniently 
located for an active traveller, only 
250 meters away from the popular 
surfing spots of Pererenam Beach 
and Echo Beach, and only a five 
minute walk into town. This hostel 
provides the best of both worlds. 
If you enjoy meeting like-minded 
people from all around the world, 
you can get a share dorm from 
as little as IDR 120,000 ($12 AUD) 
a night. This includes 24 hour 
reception, wifi, gym, scooter 
rental, surf lessons, work space, 
hot showers and air-conditioned 
rooms. They also have their own 
restaurant, and for just submitting 
a review on trip advisor you can 
score yourself a complimentary 
fresh coconut. 

$$

$

$

$$
$ Pondok Nyoman Bagus.

jalan pantai pererenan

Whether you’re a keen surfer 
or a chilled out traveler, you’ll 
be loving the laid back vibes of 
Pondok Nyoman Bagus. With 
beachfront views and budget 
prices, you’ll be overlooking the 
slightly stiff towels for the well-
priced Bintang and 30 second walk 
to the water. And as a Balinese 
owned hotel, you’ll be glad to 
know your money is helping the 
local economy, not fattening the 
wallet of a foreign owner. A tasty 
breakfast is included in the price 
of your stay, as is the assurance 
that your blonde hair may pick up 
some delightful green tones from 
the enthusiastically chlorinated 
pool. It’s an easy 10 minute beach 
stroll to the nightlife at Old Man’s, 
and within walking distance to the 
incredible Canggu Pizza House, 
you’ll be booking your next stay 
with Nyoman and the gang in no 
time. 

$$
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Local Tip: 
GO JEK

Go Jek is the answer to your prayers. Convenience and deliveries have never 
tasted so good. Whether you’re laying by the pool with no intention of leaving, 
or are feeling a little heavy headed from the night before, this Indonesian app 
will do the trick in a time savvy fashion. By simply downloading Go Jek onto 
your phone, you can scroll through the options of three course meals, cultural 
dishes, and street food, which will all be delivered to your door in under 30 
minutes. (They can also deliver your groceries, massages, pharmaceuticals and 
so much else). Simply pick your poison, enter your location and wait for a 
driver to accept your order. The app has an inbuilt GPS, and you can rate 
your driver after the experience. You’ll be supporting local Balinese workers, 

businesses, and your own stomach, all in one.
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Day Trip 1: Seminyak EAT:
Motel Mexicola.
jalan kayu jati no.9x
11am-1am

Motel Mexicola is really an experience that you can’t leave Bali without. Walking through 
the doors is a welcome explosion to the senses. Mexican gods with long hair and half 
unbuttoned shirts welcome you with tequila shots and salsa dancing. If you’re hungry 
and looking for a sick deal make sure you take them up on the $25 unlimited food 
offer - they’ll keep bringing out food until you’re full. In an attempt to decrease their 
environmental footprint they use biodegradable and reusable packaging. Dream come 
true right? It gets better. The food is delectable and the music and hosts keep you 
dancing between courses. As for the tequila being poured into your mouth… well that’s 
the icing on the cake.

Kiss your beach tracks and rice fields goodbye, you are en-route to Bali’s buzzing tourist hive. 
Glittering boutiques and restaurants adorn the streets and shores of Seminyak, quenching 
the thirst of sun scorched holidaymakers, global nomads and chic expats alike. 

Midmorning martinis and girl-gang pedicures are not uncommon around these parts so 
prepare to thrill your inner deity with spas, shopping and Melbourne quality lattes. As the 
sun sets however, Seminyak transforms from an innocent café bubble into a pulsing hub of 
babe-ridden bars. 

Just make that sure you take out a personal loan before your trip, alcohol prices are steep. 
As comes with the territory of any cushy touristic town run by and for Westerners, there is 
an absence of authenticity and cultural substance here, but for all of Seminyak’s pitfalls, it 
remains the most visited part of the Island, so they are clearly doing something bagus.

EAT:
Grain.
jalan raya seminyak no. 16
8am-10pm

Transforming a former dilapidated alleyway into a simple industrial haven is one of Grain’s 
many accolades. From all-day breakfast to desert, Grain is sure to satisfy any cravings - 
especially with one of their signature cocktails in hand. As an extra bonus, their commitment 
to source produce daily from local Balinese markets ensures the meals that are served are 
as fresh as the airy rooftop terrace they’re served in. Though a decent coffee in Seminyak 
can be harder to find than an Australian without a Bintang, Grain’s ‘From Seed to Cup’ 
philosophy, offering single source Indonesian coffee, is pleasing to the tastebuds and local 
businesses. With breakfast nooks and large private dining space on offer, Grain gains an A+ in 
heartwarming food and vibes.

SHOP:
Goosberry Intimates
jalan kayu aya, no.117
9am-9pm

If you’ve got Instagram, you know who these guys are. Gooseberry Intimates are the 
crème of the crop when it comes to lacey lingerie and delicate intimates. Located in 
the heart of Seminyak’s luxuriously lined streets, Gooseberry’s flagship store offers 
their full range of goodies-and a mani/pedi spa (ladies, pay attention). Come after 
4pm and be treated to a glass of wine with your spa treatment, and feel like a goddess 
in their tantalizing twin sets, body suits and sexy swimwear. With a bespoke range of 
jewelry on offer too, there’s something to suit everyone’s taste.

$$

$$
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SHOP:
Blood + Bone.
jalan laksamana oberoi
9am-9pm

The red of blood and the white of bone; the Balinese label Blood + Bone is named after 
the Indonesian flag. The brand was not only inspired by the national flag but also the 
Indonesian culture; a passion for art and a love of expression. Take one step through the 
air-conditioned doors of their concept store in Canggu and the aesthetic is clear: clean 
and sophisticated cuts, simple pastels and easy to wear pieces in the Indonesian heat. 
If you are searching for an edgy summer throw-on for Bintangs at Old Man’s; Blood and 
Bone shall provide. However, don’t expect the cheap Indo prices you would normally 
find in a vintage boutique or market trader, the brand has similar pricing to your average 
mid range Aussie fashion label; expect to bleed around 200-300k for your next outfit. 



DRINK:
Single Fin.
jalan pantai suluban, uluwatu
10am-10pm

The infamous Single Fin, café by day and bar by night, is perched on cliffs overlooking 
the ledge waves of Uluwatu beach. Whether you’re after a relaxed mid-week beverage 
post-surf or prefer to get down to a pumping Sunday session, you will always find a 
good vibe and stunning views. If you’re after a table, be prepared to book a couple 
weeks in advance as they are incredibly difficult to snag - otherwise the dance floor 
is a wonderful alternative to make some new friends and boogie down. Founded by 
a Balinese surfer, Single Fin is a home-grown establishment and has a come a long 
way from it’s humble beginnings. It’s must-see for surfers and partygoers alike.

EAT:
Cashew Tree..
jalan pantai bingin no.9
8am-11pm

A trip to the Bukit is not complete without a feed at one of Bali’s top vegan conscious 
hot spots: Cashew Tree. Hidden away above the surfing paradise of Bingin Beach, this 
chilled out hippy-vibin’ café offers a delectable array of sweet treats (sans nasties), 
tasty meals jam-packed with tantalizing tempe and locally sourced veggies; and a 
lovely big courtyard for kids to frolic amongst whilst you sit back and sip on your 
coconut milk turmeric late. The meticulous attention to detail even means drinks 
are served with paper straws! With regular yoga classes and Thursday night DJ sets, 
you’ll be finding any excuse to be there (the vegan Snickers bar gets us every time).

DO:
Suluban Beach and Cave.
jalan pantai suluban

Suluban beach is an escape great for surfers, photographers and swimmers alike. 
Situated below a cliff-face, visitors enjoy a 180 view of the surf while perusing local 
craft stalls, sipping a Bingtang at the legendary Single Fin Bar or downing a smoothie 
at Nalu Bowls. If you’re looking for places to sunbathe however, Uluwatu isn’t your 
jam. The beach is small and little of it is safe from the tide. Instead, Suluban gifts 
you its treasured caves. Alive with tourists and brightened by colourful piles of local 
offerings, the caves make for a majestic and culturally-rich photography opportunity, 
particularly during daylight hours.

Day Trip 2: Uluwatu
A trip to Bali is not complete without a stint in the Buckit Peninsular. Whether you’ve 
got a spare day or a week, Bali’s southern most point is an easy hour and a half taxi ride 
from Canggu. Marvel at the panoramic views at Uluwatu’s Single Fin as you take in the 
sunset and throw back a Bintang; enjoy the culinary delights of Bingin’s top food spots 
and explore the natural beauty of Uluwatu’s beach caves. Boasting Mediterranean 
vibes, white sand beaches and world-renowned surf breaks, the Bukit Peninsular has 
something for everyone.

STAY:
Sal’s Secret Spot. 
jalan pantai bingin gang mertasari

Whilst it certainly is no secret, Sal’s Secret Spot is the perfect location to base yourself 
as you peruse the paradise that is the Bukit Peninsular. With the perfect blend of 
Santorini-esque white wash villas and Balinese charm, Sal’s boasts an impressive array 
of Instaworthy nooks and crannies. Tropical gardens line the rooms that are dotted 
around the property; you’ll feel nothing but relaxation as you nap on one of the mini 
island lounges in the multi-level pool. As it is an ethically sustainable resort, towels are 
washed sparingly (unless requested otherwise). Sal’s is only a ten-minute walk down 
the cliff to Bingin Beach, and an easy scooter ride to Single Fin, Uluwatu’s Sunday 
night hot spot. 

$$

$$

$$
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Day Trip 3: Ubud

DO:
Tegallalang Rice Terraces.

The cascading rice terraces of Tegalalang Village are arguably one of Bali’s most iconic views. 
Sitting 20 minutes north of the Ubud buzz and at 600m above sea level, it’s easy to see why 
a pedestal has been placed beneath this emerald utopia. Sustained by an ancient irrigation 
system called subak, the fields are under the constant care of local farmers so endeavour to 
tread respectfully through their domain. Don’t forget how photogenic this region is - failing to 
bring a camera will leave you experiencing a regret of colossal proportions. Like most things 
in this world, paradise comes at a price but fortunately at IDR 15,000 (AUD $1.50), the entry 
fee is justifiable on any budget (EVEN for those hobo’s who steal the free toast at hostels).

Only an hour’s drive from Canggu, Ubud is the ultimate culturist/yoga enthusiast/monkey 
lover’s paradise. The town is bustling with markets, silver pieces galore, restaurants and 
activities to suit visitors of any adventure style. Get lost in the restaurants on Jalan Gootama, 
do a yoga class, visit the famous monkey forest get your tarot cards read. Make sure you 
pack a rain jacket, and definitely a jumper for the cold and rainy nights. The town of Ubud 
is super easy to walk around so a scooter isn’t a must, and the slightly cooler temp will give 
you a break from the sweaty streets of canggu.

DO:
Hike Mt Batur.

For those of you with a spring in your step, dirt in your shoes or just after new Instagram 
sunrise pic; the Mt Batur climb is for you. It's best to leave from Ubud due to it’s ‘close’ 
proximity - meaning more sleep for you. A 2am pick up at your hotel leaves you plenty of 
time to make the 2 hour ascending hike before sunrise. Balinese guides will help you make 
it safely all the way to the top of the active volcano. No need to fret, it hasn’t erupted for 17 
years. It can be a difficult climb, with most of the path being made up of volcanic rocks of 
varying sizes so make sure you wear supportive footwear. Enjoy the sunrise with fellow hikers 
and support the local community by buying a warm drink. Make sure you take a jumper or a 
rain jacket in the wet season, as it's freezing at the top!

STAY:
Nicks hidden Cottages.
jalan bisma, ubud

Balinese owned and operated, Nick's Hidden Cottages in Ubud offer tourists the real 
Bali experience on a budget, with rooms starting at $27 AUD a night. Overlooking 
the Campuhan River and the rice fields, the cottages are just a five-minute walk from 
the cheeky monkey forest and a 10 minute walk to markets, restaurants and shops. 
There’s even a free shuttle to help those shopping addicts with too many bags. After 
a morning hiking Mt Batur, come back to your cottage and flop into the pool or get 
amongst the massage services on offer. If hiring a scooter is a no deal for you, then the 
onsite tour desk can organise shuttles to our favourite Ubud attractions.

$$

DO:
The Yoga Barn.
jalan raya pengoseken, ubud
6am - 9pm.

For the perfect yogi-loving Ubud retreat, The Yoga Barn pulls out all the stops. With 
five studios, an accommodation block, offering ayurveda and healing and the most 
delicious, nutritious café in the area, it’s a tiny town down the back of a hidden 
alleyway. The Yoga Barn is guided by the Indian ideology of seva – selfless services, and 
directs a lot of their time, energy and profits into helping local initiatives; Bali ReGreen, 
Hey! Let’s Talk About HIV/AIDS, Bumi Sehat, AND they run their own community 
class series. Found in the heart-centre of central Ubud, neighbouring the cheeky 
Sacred Monkey Forest, it’s hard not to be encapsulated and almost overwhelmed by 
the happenings of Yoga Barn. If you’re after that detoxifying and energizing Ubud 
experience, have a go at one of their Restorative Yoga classes.



Tessa Patrick 

Ella Bryant

Tawney Bevilacqua

Writer/ Photographer Extrodianaire

Ella has left her passport in train stations, her bike keys in bars 
and her backpack on busses but what she lacks in vigilance, she 
makes up for in mushie fuelled travel tales and questionable 
tattoos. Having spent her entire adult life booking plane 
tickets that she couldn’t afford, Ella is the truest descendant 
of the O.G hobo. Having nurtured hobbies in writing and film 
photography over the course of her life, she pens Facebook 
rants to fuel contentious conversation and takes photos that 
often include sassy, half-naked women. 

Subeditor/ Writer

Tawney likes to talk about religion and death at parties. 
Although embarrassed by the cigarettes that seem to 
continually dangle from her mouth in every photograph 
taken of her, she all too often indulges in debauchery. She 
counteracts this by studying creative writing at Swinburne 
University. Having recently shaved her head, she now looks 
like an infant amongst her adult friends. When she travels, 
she inevitably seeks out absurdity, and most of the time it 
manifests. 

Holly Trenaman
Writer/ Subeditor

Holly Trenaman is an 18 year old girl from Sydney who loves 
surfing, her passport, instagram. She is the master of making 
bad decisions. She survived a year of studying a Bachelor of 
Laws at Uni, and had now found her niche in writing, as she 
talks too much verbally; so resorts to letting the paper suffer 
the word vomit instead. 

Editor/ Writer/ "The Boss"

With caffeine running through her veins, Tess made the move 
from rural South Island, NZ to the little-sized big smoke to 
join the rest of her graduate year for a communications 
degree from Massey University. Lover of beautiful phrases, 
protester of anything and spends too long in the bath, she 
aspires to publish words that mean something.

Catherine Collins
Writer/ Photographer

Hailing from Bris-Vegas Australia, Catherine Collins is a 20 year 
old law student / writer who likes to think she knows what 
she’s doing with her life, but secretly dreams of abandoning 
society for a Ron Swanston style cabin in the wilderness. When 
she’s not hiking mountains, walking the streets with a camera 
glued to her face, or quoting Seinfeld episodes, you’ll find her 
stockpiling almond lattes and low-key streaming Netflix in her 
university library.

Contributors.

Bronte Hough
Subeditor/ Writer

Most people would describe Bronte as an absolute fool- and 
they’d be pretty spot on. At the ripe old age of 18, she is about 
to commence an Arts & Commerce degree in the hopes she 
can continue to fund her brunching habits. Whilst she likes 
to pretend she's a gnarly surfer by throwing a shaka at any 
opportunity, in reality her Melbourne skin burns at the first ray 
of sun. You will often find her brainstorming witty Instagram 
captions or five days deep on a Netflix binge.

Lily Hoffman

Kaitlyn Wilson

Shialee Maxwell
Writer

Shialee Maxwell is 19-year-old babe from New South Wales. She 
writes a ripper yarn and drinks a lot of coffee. She once lived 
off a diet consististing of a 1KG bag of white rice for 3 weeks. 

Writer

Kaitlyn is expert in making any and all situations awkward. She 
has spent the last 23 years befriending animals on the street 
and spilling coffee on herself and random strangers on trains. 
The only thing that she trips on more that her own feet are 
her words. These inadequate social skills drew her to pursue 
a career in writing. She would be described as a 'liberal white 
girl,' 'social justice worrier' and 'feminazi.' If you make her a 
cup of tea, she will be your friend forever, unless you use milk. 

Writer

Lily is a love addict in all its forms; a wannabe pixie wonderer, 
and a mistake maker. She loves lazy Sunday drives through 
rolling hills, a fish on the hook and fresh powder under her 
skis. Lily has a few meaningless pieces of paper to her name 
like a High School Diploma and a Bachelor’s in Journalism 
from Bond University. She's an obsessive planner, but can’t 
keep still. Lily is in constant search of the “next.” The next trip, 
the next job, the next love and always the next experience.

Design Chief/ Subeditor/ Writer

Maddie is a 20 year old Journalism & Film student stuck inside 
the body of an 80--year-old woman. Raised in Brisbane, she 
spent most of her youth caffeinating the mums of Brisbane 
and saving away her hard earned cash for adventures that 
force her outside of her comfort zone. You can win her over 
with poorly timed dad jokes, Wes Anderson movies and/ or 
cheap wine. Due to a combination of awkwardness and her 
journalism major- she’s far too succinct.

Maddie Vlismas

Lauren Stuart
Writer

Lauren Stuart is a pint-sized walking, talking disaster with 
a painfully honest flair - that only sometimes gets her into 
trouble. She's currently studying Journalism/ Comms at the 
University of Queensland. When she's not in class, you can 
generally find Lauren blogging at insaneaudacity.com, editing 
Instagram photos to reiterate her love of white on white, 
rocking out to 90’s hits in her car, taking photos of her cat 
sleeping, or trekking the around of Australia, New Zealand 
and South-east Asia.

Mikayla Hollycock
Writer

Mikayla hails from the sunny coasts of Perth, WA and is an 
expert in falling off her scooter, eating nasi goreng and making 
impulsive decisions. She’s an odd one and is always good 
to laugh with/at. In her spare time she enjoys going to the 
beach, listening to music and writing short stories from the 
perspective of a dog. Mikayla plans to spend her life following 
summer around the world and avoiding responsibilities.

Raisha Chamberlain
Writer/ Photographer 

Raisha May Chamberlain, the 1st of Majorie and Paul 
Chamberlain. From the not famous Brantford, ON Canada 
(near Toronto) .On the precipice of womanhood Raisha 
celebrated her 20th with a one way ticket to Australia. Wherein 
she would embark on a journey to self discovery. She can be 
meak and she be can wild. World renowned for her ability to 
make anything a musical or a metaphor... a good one or a bad 
one it's your call... 

Jessica Ruscoe
Writer/ Social Media Guru

Jessica Ruscoe is never sure what kind of coffee to order. 
Floating somewhere between her childhood taste buds and 
reliance on caffeine, she generally orders the wrong thing 
anyway. Reaching the end of her Comms/Media/Journalism 
degree, she's moved on to bigger and better things, like 
testing the limits of her stomach; and posting Instagram pics 
from the toilet. She’s a staff writer at Hello May, one of those 
social media ‘content creators’ and a fulltime dog patter. She’s 
got no idea what she’s doing most of the time. 
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